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Exhibitors at Gulfood Manufacturing
MULTIVAC Middle East
STAND D1-34, HALL 1

SORDI
HALL: ZAB5, STAND: Z5-A15

Headquartered in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates, MULTIVAC Middle East was
established in 2006 responsible for 13
countries in the region including Pakistan.

SORDI has been among the first companies in the world to develop plants for
high temperature indirect heat exchangers of milk (the first UHT Steriplak dates
back to the 1960s. SORDI has used its
expertise in Dairy Industry to develop and
produce state-of-the-art plants in similar
fields as the preparation and treatment of
fruit juices, yoghurt, ice creams, pastry
creams and food liquids in general.

MULTIVAC is one of the leading
providers worldwide of packaging solutions for food products of all types, life
science and healthcare products as well as
industrial items. The MULTIVAC portfolio
covers virtually all customers' requirements in terms of pack design, output
and resource efficiency, and it includes
vacuum packaging machines, tray sealers,
thermoforming packaging machines,
labelers, quality control systems and
automation solutions - right up to turnkey
lines. More than 1,000 sales advisors and
service technicians throughout the world
use their know-how and experience to
the benefit of customers, and they ensure
that all installed MULTIVAC machines are
utilized to their maximum.

MilkyLab
HALL: Za’abeel 2, STAND: Z2-C70
MilkyLab located in Italy has been a
leader in designing and producing
machines and automatic systems for the
dairy industry since 1980. MilkyLab technology will enable you to produce: Fresh
mozzarella and pizza cheese, analogue
mozzarella for pizza topping, processed
cheeses and spreadable cream and
Ricotta.
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ICE Group
STAND: D3-38
ICE Group offers full range of
machines for industrial ice cream production and filling machines for cups and
tubs mainly for dairy industry.

processing. KRONEN develop and produce single and special machines as well
as complete processing line for preparing,
cutting, washing, drying, peeling and
packing of food. Our quality and consulting competence are appreciated worldwide.

BAADER®
HALL: Za’abeel 3 STAND: Z3-A18
The BAADER Group is one of the
strongest and most innovative business
partner in the global poultry processing
and fish processing market. BAADER is
able to provide a full range of technically
advanced poultry processing and fish processing machinery to our customer.

PROVISUR® Technologies
STAND: B3-24

PiGo located in Italy has established
itself as a world-class leader in the design
and manufacture of high technology
freezing, freeze drying and drying equipment as well as fruit and vegetable processing equipments.

The PROVISUR name stands for innovative food processing equipment from
the initial grind to the final delivery of
product. Whether it’s through new equipment innovation or a key acquisition.
PROVISUR brought leading industry
brands in grinding, mixing, separating,
forming and slicing to the production
floor.

KRONEN®
KAYDEE SOLUTIONS STAND: B3-36

LiMA
HALL: 4 STAND: A4-47

KRONEN GmbH is one of the leading
suppliers for the catering, convenience,
delicatessen and food industry. KRONEN
strength is the fruit, vegetables and salad

Set up in France since 1981, LIMA
Company are specialists in the manufacture of meat-bone separators, deboning
and desinewing machines for poultry, fish

PiGo®
HALL: Za’abeel 2, STAND: Z2-A75
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duction of new technology bakery
machines. Equipment available in
LAPPAS: multi deck ovens, mixer lifters,
dough dividers, dough moulders,
bagguete moulders, horizontal mixers,
cataif-cunafa machines, baklava – filo line
for strudel leaves, thin dough production
line, puff pastry machines.

and beef industries. In addition LIMA
offer complete MSM production line
including automatic feeding and weighing
systems, as well as two steps, “D+S”
operations.

holac®
HALL: 2 STAND: F2-9
HOLAC GmbH is a leading, globally
recognized company in the cutting-technology of meat, meat products cheese,
fish and vegetables.

GROTHAUS Pendelturen GmbH & Co. KG
HALL: 2 STAND: B2-7

Seydelmann
HALL: 4 STAND: 74
Founded in 1843, Maschinenfabrik
Seydelmann KG has been driving forward
the development, production and distribution of high-performance machinery
for food processing for more than 170
years. The company also has many years
of expertise in the development of entire
Production Lines for sausages and meat
products in general.

Gunther Maschinenbau
HALL: 2 STAND: D2-46
Gunther Maschinenbau provides
innovative and flexible solutions for single
machines or entire industrial production
lines for the following areas: Machines for
injection brine into meat, poultry, fish and
cheese, Machine for tumbling, maturing,
mixing, salting, thawing, coating and
marinating.

Fava S.p.A.
HAL: Za’abeel 1 STAND: Z1-C45
Fava S.p.A., founded in 1937, ahead
of its times in the design and manufacturing of machinery for the pasta industry,
has been operating in the field with success for three generations. it has
designed, manufactured and installed
thousands of plants all over the world short pasta /long pasta /nest pasta /bowties pasta /special shapes pasta /couscous
production lines – capacities ranging from
500 kg/h to 12000 kg/h. Fava partner
STORCI srl. specializes in the sectors of
press manufacturing, dry, fresh and snack
pasta lines, supplying top quality and
innovative machines to complete our
range of pasta machinery. We together
September - October 2017

have achieved outstanding results with
some of the most important and prestigious pasta factories in the world.

CSF Inox
HALL: Za’abeel 2 STAND: Z2-D90 & Z3-D90
Since 1970, CSF Inox is an Italian
company manufacturing a wide range of
high quality and reliable centrifugal and
self-priming pumps, progressive cavity
pump, twin screw, rotary lobe and positive displacement sinusoidal rotor pumps,
air-operated piston pumps and
steam/water mixers, all in stainless steel
for hygienic applications in food, beverages, dairy, pharmaceutical and chemical
industries.

OMIDI Machines Co
HALL: 5 STAND: A1-13
OMIDI MACHINES CO was established in 1990 by management of Farhad
J.Omidi & Commenced operation actively
with food processing machinery manufacturing: complete line for: center filled
cookies, biscuit, confectionery products,
cupcakes & choco pie, sponge layer cake
& roll cakes (swiss roll/mini roll, butterfinger, breads (with & without filling) manufacturer of spiral coolers, tunnel ovens
and types of mixers, turbo mixer, pre
mixer & vertical mixers. Complete line
automation designer & manufacturer.

LAPPAS Food Processing Machines
STAND: Z1-D66
LAPPAS located in Greece business
activity expanded in every section of
bakery and confectionary interest: pro-

GROTHAUS Pendelturen GmbH &
Co. KG located in Germany, manufactures
swing doors. The doors are made of polyethylene and stainless steel, which combine good quality and high-standards of
hygiene. Their swing doors are ideal for
usage in all food processing, dairies, convenience food industries etc., kitchens
and supermarkets as they provide an
impact resistance for high traffic usage, a
visual-as well as a thermal insulation.
Their doors are known for their hygienic
material, stability, robustness, easy maintenance and long durability.

REDOX Water Technology
HALL: Za’abeel 2 STAND: Z4-E44
REDOX located in Netherland manufactures almost all wastewater treatment
processes and equipment and is as such
positioned to help you discover how to
make the most of your water and conserve the most of your profit.

FUNK®
HALL: 2 STAND: E2-63
FUNK® manufactures top-quality
machines to be used for scale ice production. Their customers benefit from a wide
product range and a long experience.

MULTIWEIGH
HALL: 2 STAND: C2-4
MULTIWEIGH based in Germany is
world-class manufacturer of Multihead
weighers/Combination scales.
MultiWeigh’s unique patented technology sets the company apart from the
competition and its range can be used in
almost e.g. cereals, confectionary, meat,
salad leaf, vegetables, cheese, fresh noodles, IQF products, pet food.
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